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Abstract 

With the coffee culture became a trend in China, more coffee retail shops appear 
everywhere. Meanwhile, frequent loyalty programs (this paper only consider the 
membership is the loyalty program for the best comparison with the pure discount) are 
becoming ubiquitous in coffee retail industry, No doubt that the aim of firms which lunch 
a loyalty program is making the customers more loyal and maximizing their marketing 
share. So how exactly the reward system works when people join in a loyalty program, 
or does it even work? In this paper, we compare two particular companies (Starbucks 
and Luckin) and also the customers who often buy the Starbucks and join in the program 
or not. We use semi-structured interview with some random buyers in each shop and 
then make the questionnaire hand out both online and offline. After collecting and 
analyzing the date from questionnaire, we find that the loyalty program do not play a 
significant role when people choose coffee shops in China. If who running a coffee retail 
shop in China may emphasis on what specific target they have and what’s their most 
concern, like price or quality. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous growth of the economy and the expansion of China's middle class 
consumer groups, the emerging market of the domestic coffee industry has received great 
attention and development. Its turnover in 2016 reached US $3 billion, and the study predicts 
that the coffee industry economy will continue to maintain positive growth for many years. 
Nowadays, coffee shops in China are mainly located in the first tier cities. They are all over the 
streets and alleys of cities.The new retail era and its changes have made the domestic market 
more and more competitive, among which the most representative brands are “Luckin Coffee” 
and “Starbucks”. They all have unique methods of occupying market: Starbucks is famous for 
their membership card, on the other hand, Luckin don’t even think about lunch any loyalty 
programs. However, Both of them have successfully developed and stabilized the domestic 
coffee market. This paper takes the development of two coffee giants as an example, combines 
the customers taste and analyzes what customer loyalty programs establish for. Whether this 
kind of loyalty program is important is also a question to be discussed in this paper. 

2. The comparison between Starbucks and Luckin 

2.1. Background of Starbucks in China 

Starbucks is the dominant U.S. and European coffee chain in China, opening its first Store in 
Beijing, Chaoyang district in 1999. By 2015, Starbucks had more than 1,700 stores in more than 
90 cities in China, making the country its biggest market. Interestingly, the membership system 
has been in place since Starbucks entered China. Starbucks announced in 2012 that China 
would become the second largest market after the United States, with more than 500 stores in 
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The country and higher average profits than in the United States. It has more than 500 stores 
in China, and the average profit of each store is higher than that of the United States. As of 2017, 
Starbucks had 2,800 stores in China and announced a business target of 5,000 stores by 2021. 

In order to enter the high-end market, Starbucks store opened a series of reserves to improve 
user experience. They are in Europe known as coffee theatre or "between private clubs and the 
chemistry lab" a place, the store offers a rich variety of special, many coffee brewing method, 
decorate a style to fashion and changeful. Starbucks has been trying to position itself as an 
ambitious brand and middle-class status symbol, and its coffee prices in China are much higher 
than in the United States. So has the membership helped Starbucks stabilize the Chinese market, 
where it already dominates? 

2.2. Background of Luckin in China 

A major concern that marketers need to address in running a loyalty program is saturation of 
the loyalty program market[1], which probably explains why Luckin coffee has never had a 
loyalty program since its inception. But the era of intelligent mobile Internet has come, and 
integrated marketing communication has become an innovative approach for enterprises 
under the background of mobile Internet[2], so it found its own way and quickly gained 
popularity with extremely high discounts, and cooperated with Tencent to build the existing 
smart operation system. Both online and offline, there are very high discounts, even one yuan 
to buy a cup of coffee,for now customers still can buy it from 7 yuan. 

Therefore, in less than 8 months since the establishment of the brand, nearly 800 new stores 
have been opened with the financing of 200 million us dollars. Luckin coffee, a new "web 
celebrity little boy", has appeared out of the blue and gained popularity with "the first cup of 
free". Different from Starbucks' positioning for higher consumption level and better store 
service, Luckin coffee pays more attention to creating cost-effective coffee more in line with 
Oriental taste with high quality, high service, better raw materials, better equipment and 
technology, and leads the coffee market to the mass market. 

3. The loyalty program (membership system) and reward system of coffee 
retail industry 

3.1. Starbucks’ reward system of membership system 

Like Grahame [1]said a major reason for the launch of many customer loyalty schemes was 
competition, but when Starbucks launched its loyalty program, it faced little competition, which 
explains why the loyalty program didn't offer much in the way of discounts.The membership 
card of Starbucks is called "Xingxiang card". The reward system of Starbucks is that users 
consume a certain amount of money and get the corresponding number of stars. For every 50 
yuan of accumulated consumption, people can get a star, and they will also get corresponding 
number of coupons and free drinks. The more people spend, the greater the discount. After 
people create a star club account, they will become a silver star membership. If people have five 
stars, they will be promoted to a jade star membership. With 25 stars, people can enjoy a gold 
star membership discount. If people become a member of Venus, they can even continue to 
enjoy the discount of jade star and an exclusive gold card.They can also get an annual invitation 
coupon and get a free drink with this electronic exchange coupon. In addition, they can get a 
coffee coupon for every 10 purchases to exchange for a medium drink. 

3.2. Luckin’s reward system of coupons 

Compared with Starbucks, Luckin's offer is more direct, without any loyalty program, 
membership card and points. Correspondingly, lucky only sends the discount volume with 
random discount and the super high discount coupon for special festivals. It takes the place of 
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the loyalty program in a fairly direct way: discounts. Luckin's coffee products are relatively 
inexpensive and create "unlimited space" for consumers, making coffee consumption more 
convenient[3]. that people can spend five to eight yuan on a cup of coffee at Luckin but not at 
Starbucks (In the system of Starbucks, a star will be given for a consumption of more than 50 
yuan. It means that a cup of free coffee will cost 250 yuan). 

4. The practical role of loyalty system in the coffee retail industry 

4.1. Which firm has more loyal customers? 

In fact, in front of discounts, loyalty program does not guarantee that the consumer loyalty, by 
analyzing the answers to the interview and the questionnaire. The author found an interesting 
phenomenon: 72% of consumers think Starbucks' coffee is of better quality. 93% percent of 
consumers think Starbucks has a better environment but 82% of the old Starbucks customers 
now buy more Luckin; 63% percent of the old customers now prefer Luckin then Starbucks;30% 
percent of customers still buy more Starbucks. So what can be sure is a member of the Starbucks 
system cannot be under the intense competition in its loyal to Starbucks. On the contrary, will 
customers stay at Luckin when the discount is reduced? 

4.1.1. What makes customers change their mind form Starbucks to Luckin, and can it 
be lasting? 

By analyzing the answers to the interview and the questionnaire, the author found that 86% of 
the consumers who changed their choices were due to the price, and 67% of the students and 
low wage workers chose to become Luckin’s consumers. When faced with the fact that the 
average price of Luckin is less than three-thirds of Starbucks' coffee price, consumers whose 
economic strength cannot ignore the difference between the two coffee prices and they will still 
choose to give up Starbucks even if they prefer the flavor and service of Starbucks. So even 
under the trend of Jennifer. F(2018) Chinese coffee, the price is still the first criterion for 
consumers to choose coffee retail stores. In the face of adequate cost performance, consumption 
environment, brand culture and coffee quality are not so important. 

4.1.2. What makes customer loyal to Starbucks? 

Why do some customers pay higher prices to keep buying Starbucks coffee? By analyzing the 
answers to the interview and the questionnaire, the author found: 68% of people think 
Starbucks coffee has more good quality; 11% of people think buying Starbucks coffee has 
become a habit; 8% of people just like to buy expensive things; 4% of people are willing to buy 
Starbucks coffee because they have a membership; 8% percent people chose other reasons. 

4.2. How loyalty program works in Starbucks? 

As mentioned above, Starbucks has its "star card" and the rewards that members can get. 
Although its the program is unlikely to significantly increase the relative proportion of loyal 
customers or profitability, is it really useless? As one of the leading enterprises that have 
occupied China's coffee retail market for many years, its loyalty procedure certainly has certain 
influence and there is a positive relationship between it and market share. 

4.2.1. What Starbucks gain form its program? 

Although the reason why a loyalty program is launched is competition, the final result is that it 
wants to make consumers more loyal. So does the membership system of Starbucks make it? In 
order to answer this question, this work found why Starbucks needs customers to be loyal. 
According to Rajiv. L (2003)[4], loyal consumers will meet the following three points: first, 
customers want an involving relationship with the brands they buy; second, They only choice 
one brand in this industry, and then, they are frequent buyers. 
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Starbucks also provides digital star cards in mobile applications, and its official app lets 
customers know at a glance the number of points they have obtained and push preferential 
information for users. according to Shu. D(2016), in 2015, Starbucks opened a flagship store on 
tmall. The products mainly included electronic / physical star gift cards, electronic / physical 
star cards and a total of 21 coffee exchange certificates. The sales were booming. On the first 
day of the trial operation, it obtained 1800 collections. 

Therefore, there is no doubt that Starbucks has gained a lot of working capital when selling its 
membership card. It has earned some profits in advance, which can make a good layout for its 
future development and sales 

5. Conclusion 

This research suggests that most loyalty programs do not fundamentally alter customers’ 
choices, the demand-side success of many of these programs has been over-claimed by their 
advocates[5]. In the coffee retail industry, there are usually two types of customers. One is who 
paying attention to the quality of coffee and willing to pay for the taste they like. And the other 
kind of people pay attention to the cost, not to taste. In Chinese coffee culture, people pay more 
attention to the flu and practicability (excitement, soberness, higher work effect) brought by 
coffee. Therefore, the membership system can only provide feedback to some loyal customers 
and make them more loyal. 

The author believes that the development direction of loyalty program in China's coffee retail 
industry in the future is a balance between preferential treatment and sustainable development. 
It will be more favorable than Starbucks' current loyalty program. However, it will not play an 
obvious role in regulating the market, but will change with the intensity of competition. Most 
of the loyalty programs that can be sustained and stable when they have certain advantages for 
consumers, but they will never affect the profits of the products themselves. 
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